
Automatic Folder DF-915
the perfect folding solution

230 sheets/min folding speed
400 sheet capacity
automatic folding set-up
6 standard fold modes
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SPECIFICATION DF-915

paper size Min 128 x 182mm
Max 297 x 432mm

paper quality Fine quality, recycled, drawing, art, coated
folding mode Single, double, half concertina, concertina, letter, brochure, 

cross fold (paper thickness: 50 to 105gsm), other custom folds
paper thickness 50 to 160gsm (up to 130gsm for A3)
loading capacity 400 sheets (80 gsm)
processing speeds 60 - 230 sheets / min (5 steps)
paper feed method 3 wheels, automatic paper separation, skew correction device
paper size detection Automatic detection of fixed paper sizes (A3, A4, B5, A5, B4, B6)
error detection Non-feed, mis-feed, paper jam
total/batch counter 4-digit addition system
fold position correction 0-5mm from fold (0.125mm increments)
moving stacker roller/stopper Automatic setting
additional functions Memory for folding correction, 2 custom fold memories 

non-standard paper size mode, automatic fold settings
power 220-240V / 0.7A / 50Hz
dimensions in use 1,086 (W) x 524 (D) x 497 (H) mm
weight 43Kgs
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Automatic Folder DF-915

For any organisation demanding a reliable, high-speed, user-friendly
automatic folder the DF-915 provides an ideal solution. Holding up 
to 400 A3 sheets and folding at 230 sheets every minute, the
performance is remarkable.

Intelligent paper guides sense standard paper sizes and adjust the
six built-in fold modes to suit. The non-standard paper mode enables
the operator to input the paper length which then automatically sets
the standard fold modes as before. Custom fold configurations can
also be stored in one of the two easily recalled memories.

The high capacity feed tray is simple to load and the stacker roller
jogs the last document out of the machine for easy collection when
the job is complete.

Automatic Folder DF-915
the perfect folding solution

Single Fold

Concertina Fold

Double Parallel Fold

Standard Letter Fold

Brochure Fold

Half Concertina Fold

Cross Fold
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